
TOGETHER WE CAN: HALF-MARATHON
PROGRAM RECAP
WITH ANNA IZZO

I love coaching.

Although I've been a coach of different sorts - yoga, skiing, general fitness,
etc. - for almost 5 years now, this was my first time training anyone from
ground zero to the finish line of a half-marathon. The fact that they put
their faith in me to get them there, on top of their commitment to their
goal, it was an experience like no other.
Read more on pg. 7
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From the Director,

Be grateful. Be humble. The most physically fit I was is when I was racing Ironman and
that is when my coach told me before every race – “Be humble and be grateful.” These
words stayed with me from start to finish, and remain with me today. Although that
state of fitness takes hard work to achieve, it easily can be taken for granted, and even
more so our everyday wellness. Earlier this month I was starting to get back into the
swing of training again. I registered for Ironman, and for the first time since 2020 I was
working with my endurance coach again; I was feeling good to be ‘back’! Then out of
nowhere, everything changed. One day I was biking 40 miles up Whiteface mountain
feeling great, and the next I could hardly walk to the end of my driveway without total
exhaustion. As I sit here and think about what this month showed me, I am brought
back to those words - be humble; be grateful. My health was ripped away from me by
COVID-19 and it showed me just how much of a blessing it is to at the most
fundamental level feel healthy, and how easily we can forget that.



As October ends and I move into the new month with the previous being a blur, I
attempt to organize my foggy thoughts and I am left with a silver lining. I am a true
believer that there is something to be found in everything bad we encounter in life. So,
with what was otherwise a miserable month of being sick; I was reunited with gratitude
for my health and a humble outlook towards starting all over again for that higher state
of physical fitness. At the end of the day what is most valuable is to simply feel well day-
to-day.
I greet November feeling a little healthier than I was during October and with a lot more
gratitude for my health. 

Traci Marie Wagner

Traci Marie Wagner
General Manager



I am grateful for my health, my two very goofy dogs, my wonderful family and for the
Medical Fitness Team – the staff here is truly amazing, I really couldn’t ask for a better
team.
-Traci
General Manager

My family, friends and colleagues support as I work on my sobriety. Today is day 35 of
sobriety and without  them checking on me, I’m not sure I’d be this far along.
--Jared
Front Desk Supervisor

I am thankful for the energy I wake up with each day that allows me to lead a healthy
life that I love, surrounded by so many amazing humans, dogs and places.
--Anna
Marketing Manager, Fitness Coach & Bariatrics Exercise Program Leader

I’m grateful for the changing seasons, and I’m hopeful for snow!
-Bella
Front Desk Member Liaison

I am grateful for my friends and family and being able to visit and see many of them
this past year after not seeing them since the pandemic started
-Erik
Fitness Coach

I'm grateful for access to fresh water.
-Justin
Fitness Coach

Bhakti yoga and all the teachers who have shed wisdom and light to guide me along
this path. 
-Michelle
Lead Member Liaison 

FROM THE STAFF
What are you grateful for?



MEET OUR NEW
STAFF MEMBERS

Group Fitness

Bella Abbadessa
Front Desk Member Liaison

Bella has lived in the Adirondacks for the last 5 ½
years but is originally from the Utica Area. She is
currently pursuing a Master of Public Health with
a concentration in Community Health through the
CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and
Health Policy. When she isn’t studying she enjoys
reading, playing video games, or taking a walk (or
skiing!) through the woods.

Kate Mason
Front Desk Member Liaison

Kate joined us at the Adirondack Health Medical
Fitness Center this fall. When not at work she
enjoys trail running with her dog Moose, paddling,
biking, hiking and skiing.
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NOVEMBER
What's happening?

5 FREE Guest Passes if you join as a member in November

Join in November and receive 5

FREE guest passes to share with

friends and family. Stop by or call

the front desk to learn more, 

518-523-8521.

Focused Group Training with Coach Erik

Coach Erik will be leading Fit

Through the Holidays November 29

through December 22. This program

will combine full body strengthening

exercises focusing on large muscle

groups to increase calorie burn and

functional strength and lean mass.

We will also work on metabolic

conditioning to increase

cardiovascular health and calorie

burning efficiency. For cost, details

and registration call 518-523-8521.



TOGETHER WE CAN: HALF-MARATHON PROGRAM RECAP

with Anna Izzo

I love coaching.

Although I've been a coach of 

different sorts - yoga, skiing, general

fitness, etc. - for almost 5 years now,

this was my first time training anyone 



from ground zero to the finish line of a

half-marathon. The fact that they put

their faith in me to get them there, on

top of their commitment to their goal, it

was an experience like no other.

Our first run in July we ran just under

three miles. Multiple of the long runs

they had to stop and walk during,

especially at the hills, but on race day

they ran from start to finish like

CHAMPS. I didn't expect it to be

emotional for me because I've done so

many halves, but the realization that

my JOB is to help people reach their

bucket list goals?

Wow.

I couldn't be more grateful for this job

that landed in my lap out of nowhere

that has brought me the stability I

needed, challenges that have helped

me grow, people that have encouraged

and inspired me, and awareness of how 

important it is that you don't change

yourself or settle for a job you hate.

Work is work, but show up as the true

you and do work that you love and

you'll forget you're working, even when

your job is to run over 13 miles keeping

morale and spirits high on a very chilly

day.

I hope to coach and inspire and help

people reach their goals for many ears

to come, thank you Jess and Delina

(Adirondack Health's own) for letting

me lead you toward that finish line.

You did it!
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From Delina: 

We trained for 14 weeks and completed my very first half marathon at Lake Placid

Classic - 13.1 miles without stopping to walk. Time wasn’t my goal. It was about body

feeling good, having fun, don’t walk, finish strong. I overcame a lot of mental

breakthroughs on this run, felt presence of loved ones that passed cheering me on, I cried,

I felt exhilarated, I ran a race that was the beginning to a new version of myself which is

more courageous, more trusting in self and trusting that my needs will be provided for by

GOD. Every time I needed something on this race, it became available without me having

to provide it- that builds trust that I can depend on the higher power to deliver my needs

and allows me to live in faith with uncertainty. Lesson learned and grateful.

From Jess:

Anna, thank you for your guidance, encouragement and most importantly, your patience!

You calmed me down at least twice during the race. The first time when my bib fell off

and I panicked, the second when I was getting cramps just short of the finish line and

panicked again. You are a great coach. You were definitely meant to be a coach. You

have a strong spirit. Don’t stop doing what you love my friend.
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FALL RECIPES
A community collaboration

Do you have a favorite fall recipe you would like to share with our community?

Submit your favorites via email to aizzo@adirondackhealth.org and we will include

them in our Fall Recipe digital cookbook.

 

For past editions, visit ahmedicalfitness.org/digitalcookbooks. With this many

cooks in the kitchen, there's bound to be something for everyone to cherish for

years to come. 





KAREN KEASLER ACHIEVES 100 MILES OF SWIMMING

written by Anna Izzo

This year local and member, Karen

Keasler, set out with the goal to swim

100 miles. The idea originated

pre-covid in 2019. "I asked myself 'how

am I going to stay fit?,'" she recounted.

"My husband reminded me of my love 



of swimming, and your facility had just

opened so I started frequenting the

pool."

Not long after, Karen was diagnosed

with breast cancer. Her sessions in the

pool paid off during treatment when

she needed to hold her breath to

reduce the amount of radiation

received by the cardiac structures.

During her treatment the doctors

remarked "you're either a swimmer or a

runner because you can hold your

breath."

She kept swimming as frequently as she

could, and once she had beat the

cancer like the true champion she is,

she formulated the idea to set a goal

around the sport.

"I've always been a self-professed

points junky," she said. "I like to have

goals. I've completed the Saranac 6, the

Lake Placid 9, loyalty points are my 

hobby. I just like challenge, I like to

collect points, it motivates me."

She calculated that it would only take

eight or nine visits to the pool each

month to achieve 100 miles in one year.

It was possible, but it simultaneously

pushed her out of her comfort zone.

"There are certain things that lead to

success, one is having a goal that can

be broken down into bite size goals,

another is having consistency, and

another still is support."

Karen said she didn't share this goal

with anyone until Christine from the

front desk started inquiring. Karen told

her what she was up to and stated not

only did the staff support help, but that

"Tom helped me swim efficiently, it

made all the difference."

She shared that she believes that

support is one of the biggest things the
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Medical Fitness Center can offer for

anyone setting out on a challenge at

the beginning of a year. "You have a

team of support behind you cheering

for you. Lifeguards all know and ask,

same with the front desk and coaches.

Their genuine interest and care have

been so helpful in uplifting and

motivating me to keep going."

Karen shared that her biggest

takeaway from the whole process has

been that there is a great personal

satisfaction in setting a goal and

having it come to fruition. "The bonus

here is that there are health benefits to

it," she said, "but ultimately I set a goal

and I did it!"

Karen is almost 63. She works full time,

but she made it happen despite the

odds. She said "all those people that

want to make an excuse that they can't

do it because they're employed, they're

x y z age, no one says you can't do it 

except you." Karen is right, you can do

anything you set your mind to.

Karen expects to reach her goal of 100

miles in early November, and will be

donating $100 to the Adirondack

Health Medical Fitness Center

Scholarship Fund once she does.

"It is incredible to take note of how far

you've come. It's also incredible to go to

the doctors office at my age having had

cancer and hear that you are one in 10.

One in 10 people actually change their

habits after a health incident. And since

my breast cancer was estrogen driven,

keeping my weight down wasn't just a

want, it was a need."

"Your goal can be unique, it can be 100

of anything, it's a matter of consistency

and accountability."

We can't wait to cheer Karen across that

finish line this month, and we are 
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thankful for the contribution she is

willing to make to give back to those

who may not otherwise be able to

afford access to our facility.

Congratulations Karen, we can't wait to

see what you do next!

To learn more about our Scholarship

Fund and how to donate, call 518-523-

8521. A little goes a very long way.

Thank you.
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WHY RUN THE
TURKEY TROT?

If not for you, do it for
someone else!

The Annual Adirondack Health Turkey Trot doesn’t exist purely so you can get in a little

extra calorie burn before Thanksgiving dinner, it is so much more. This not-for-profit race

supports the Medical Fitness Center and the Fit for Life Scholarship Fund. This fund

supports the community in reaching overall wellness. Fit for Life has been around for

many years; if you have known someone who has participated, or has participated

yourself, you know first-hand how important and special this program is. Fit for Life is a

physician-advised, medically integrated, and fully supervised exercise program designed

by professionally trained exercise physiologists. It upholds the mission of being a leader

in reducing health disparities and improving health equality by the delivery of equal

opportunity to health and wellness programs for all in the community. This race helps

support those who cannot afford to attend a program such as this. The Medical Fitness

Center, Fit for Life, and the Bariatrics Fitness program all utilize the scholarship program

that this race funds. The program provides equal opportunity to the Medical Fitness

Center, Fit for Life, or the Bariatrics Fitness Program that wouldn’t otherwise be

affordable to those who need it most. These programs serve a wide population in rural

upstate New York spanning multiple communities with low socioeconomic status, and a

wide array of health conditions. The unparalleled delivery of healthcare, wellness, fitness,

and education to everyone in the community regardless of their health status, or

financial circumstances is the mission at heart. The ultimate goal behind the Medical

Fitness Center, Fit for Life, and the Bariatrics Fitness Program is to have a lasting impact

on the health and wellness of our communities, through lifestyle changes and behavior

modification. On average the Fit for Life program receives over 100 referrals a month in

only a year’s time this program can impact over 1200 people; many of whom cannot 



WHY RUN THE
TURKEY TROT?

If not for you, do it for
someone else!

afford to attend which would result in only capturing half the number of referrals.

Because of the scholarship fund, and Turkey Trots proceeds, the program is able to

provide access to everyone.

Unlike most fitness centers in the United States where an average household income

level of $75,000 or above make up the majority of gym memberships (IHRSA,2020) the

Medical Fitness Center and Fit for Life focus on providing the opportunity to everyone

regardless of income status or age. Age is another variable that creates disparities in

health. Most gym memberships are held by people 18-34 years of age. The Medical 

Fitness Center sets itself apart by having a membership base of 70% ages 45 and older.

According to IBIS World, 2020 report people aged 55 and older only made up 22.3% of

gym members. May older individuals can’t afford a gym membership on a fixed income

and that is where our efforts come in. Affordability to all is the main mission behind our

scholarship fund. These programs have such an important impact on the health of our

community. So, if you aren’t racing for yourself this year, join us at this year’s Turkey Trot

to walk, jog, or run for someone else. (or you can always donate to the cause and stay in

your warm home that morning too!

My first time experiencing the Turkey trot was a lot of fun. I enjoyed seeing everyone out

on a cold morning supporting a good cause and getting some exercise in before

Thanksgiving dinner. Join us again, for this year’s Turkey Trot, and let's make it a huge

success!



TIMING OF EXERCISE & BLOOD SUGAR CONTROL

with Joni Gerken

We know for certain that exercise helps

improve blood sugar control for people

with insulin resistant diabetes. Exercise

makes your cells more sensitive to

insulin, allowing more glucose to pass

from the blood stream into the cell. The



details of timing of exercise in relation

to timing of eating is being further

researched to maximize this benefit. 

A study published in 2014 found

significant benefits in what they called

“exercise snacks” prior to eating main

meals. The exercise snacks in this study

were six 1-minute bursts of high

intensity exercise with 1-minute of low

intensity walking between the bursts,

just 12 minutes of exercise all together.

In this study it was found that these

exercise snacks before each main meal

(3 times a day) were more beneficial in

blood sugar control than a single 30-

minute moderate intensity session done

once during the day. The researchers

felt results may be benefits of

spreading exercise throughout the day

and/or hormones released from

exercise helping with insulin sensitivity

during the meal after exercise. 

Realistically speaking, whatever

exercise routine you can best commit to  

is going to benefit you the most. If

anything, this study further supports the

need to keep moving, so keep moving!

__

Reference:

Monique E. Francois, James C. Baldi,

Patrick J. Manning, Samuel J. E. Lucas,

John A. Hawley, Michael J. A. Williams,

James D. Cotter. ‘Exercise snacks’ before

meals: a novel strategy to improve

glycaemic control in individuals with

insulin resistance. Diabetologia, 2014;

DOI: 10.1007/s00125-014-3244-6
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AVOIDING BLOOD SUGAR SPIKES DURING THANKSGIVING

With Joni Gerken

For people with diabetes, controlling

blood sugar during Thanksgiving

celebration can seem almost 

impossible without feeling like an

outsider from the festivities.

Fortunately, there are some tips that 



can help you enjoy the same foods as

everyone else and not send your blood

sugar through the roof. These same tips

can benefit anyone looking to make

healthier choices during the holidays. 

Tips:

1 | Start with good choices early in the

day. The worst thing you can do for

blood sugar control is skip a meal and

then eat a large meal later. When we

don’t feed our body to meet its

demands for energy, our liver and

muscles start releasing glucose. This

self-released glucose can cause blood

sugar spikes on its own, and then

eating a large meal will further

increase your blood sugar. The best

way to start your day is with a

balanced breakfast containing both

protein and complex carbohydrates,

such as an egg and whole grain toast

or oatmeal topped with nuts.  

2 | Bring a low carbohydrate dish to

the meal. To balance out the many

high carbohydrate options, bring

something low carb, such as a

vegetable side dish or a cheese plate.

This way you can come to the meal

armed for success.

3 | If you decide to have a cocktail,

wait until it is time to eat. Drinking

alcohol on an empty stomach can

cause drops in blood sugar by

impairing your livers job of releasing

glucose to keep your blood sugar from

dropping too low. Also, having a

cocktail first can impair your

judgement for when it is time to make

good food choices. Beware of mixers,

best cocktail options tend to be wine or

beer, to avoid adding sugary mixers.

4 | When it finally becomes time to

make your plate, focus on balance and

being reasonable with portions. An

appropriate plate size is a nine-inch

plate. So, if you are using larger plates, 
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resist filling it up all the way. You can

have some of everything, but make

sure at least half your plate is full of

low carbohydrate foods. Maybe

surprisingly, this is not a time to try to

avoid fat. Those fattier foods can fill

you up quicker and also slow down

your digestion so the carbohydrates

you eat get to your blood stream

slower. When it comes times to eat, you

may want to focus on eating the low

carbohydrate foods on you plate first,

so you fill up on them.

5 | At every Thanksgiving meal, there is

always desert. There is no one way to

deny that sugar is the enemy to blood

sugar control. But if you have made

good choices up to this point, a small

piece of desert is not going to be a

game changer. The key is to keep it

small, less is more.

6 | Get active after the meal. Weather

this is helping clean up or going for a  

walk. Exercise triggers your body to be

less insulin resistant and make use of

those carbohydrates you just ate.

Getting active will also help you get

away from the table, where you might

be tempted to pick.

__
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